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multi frameTM

 The Multi Frame is an innovative, lightweight and 
highly manoeuvrable wheelchair base designed to 
accept both the Panda Futura and x:panda but also 
other manufacturers seating that is constructed in a 
similar fashion and meets the current standards 
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 Simple to operate tilt in space with the minimum of 
moving parts make this frame an easy choice for 
users to select. The Multi Frame complies with ISO 
7176-19, transporting users in motor vehicles. 

 53-67 cm  85-91½ cm  65-80 cm  max.100 kg 

 Tilt in space 

 Simple to operate tilt in space with the minimum of moving parts 

 Prepared for other manufactures seats 
and backs 
 Mount a Panda Futura or x:panda seat on the Multi Frame 

 Seats 

 Mount a Panda Futura or x:panda seat on the Multi Frame 

 Safe transportation in vehicles 

 The Multi Frame complies with ISO 7176-19, transporting users in motor vehicles.The 
Multi Frame can be used with seat units that complies with ISO 16840-4 
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 Sizes 
  
 The Multi frame is available in three sizes and with either 12½ or 22” rear wheels 

 The Multi Frame is used for various seat units, e.g. Panda Futura and x:panda.  Read more about the seats in the Panda Futura and x:panda sections 

 Frame colour 
 Available in one colour 

 Silver     

 Rear wheels 
 Available with diff erent rear wheel sizes 

 12½” Solid or air  22” Solid or air   

 Brakes 
 Choose from the diff erent combinations of brakes 

 Wheel brake, standard  Drum brake   

 Front wheels 
 Available with diff erent front wheel options 

 7” solid grey or black  7” air grey or black   
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 Seats 
 Diff erent seats can be mounted on the  Multi Frame. Use an interface to mount a x:panda seat size 1-4* or a Panda Futura seat size 1-5. You can also bolt the Panda 5 and x:panda 3+4 
directly to the frame. * Size 4 only in small and medium 

            

 Interface 
 For easy mounting / dismounting 

      

 Seat plate 
 No interface is needed when the seat is bolted directly on the frame 
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 Measurements 

   Size 1  Size 2  Size 3 

 Width inside (A)  34 cm (13¼”)  39 cm (15¼”)  44 cm (17¼”) 
 Height fl oor-basic plate (E) (bottom/mid/top position)  39½/42½/45½ cm 

(15½/16½/17¾”) 
 39½/42½/45½ cm 
(15½/16½/17¾”) 

 39½/42½/45½ cm 
(15½/16½/17¾”) 

 Back width, inside (F)  24½ cm (9½”)  29½ cm (11½”)  44 cm (17¼”) 
 Total width 12½" (G)  59 cm (23”)  64 cm (25”)  69 cm (27”) 
 Total width 22" (G)  59 cm (23”)  64 cm (25”)  69 cm (27”) 
 Distance between 22" wheels w/drum brake  43 cm (16¾”)  48 cm (18¾”)  53 cm (20½”) 
 Distance between 22"wheels wo/drum brake  44 cm (17¼”)  49 cm (19”)  54 cm (21”) 
 Length of frame 12½" (H)  64 cm (25”)  64 cm (25”)  69 cm (27”) 
 Length of frame 22" (H)  75 cm (29¼”)  75 cm (29¼”)  80 cm (31¼”) 
 Height, push brace 15° (I)  91½ cm (35¾”)  91½ cm (35¾”)  91½ cm (35¾”) 
 Height push brace 30° (II)  85 cm (33½”)  85 cm (33½”)  85 cm (33½”) 
 Hand brace length (I2)  22½ cm (8¾”)  22½ cm (8¾”)  22½ cm (8¾”) 
 Seat angling (tilt in space)  0 - 30°/35°/40°  0 - 30°/35°/40°  0 - 30°/35°/40° 
 Height folded, without back wheels (mid position)  40 cm (15½”)  40 cm (15½”)  40 cm (15½”) 
 Height folded, with 12½” back wheel  47 cm (18¼”)  47 cm (18¼”)  47 cm (18¼”) 
 Height folded, with 22” back wheel  56 cm (22”)  56 cm (22”)  56 cm (22”) 
 Length folded without back wheels  70 cm (27¼”)  70 cm (27¼”)  75 cm (29¼”) 
 Length folded, with 12½” back wheels  73 cm (28½”)  73 cm (28½”)  78 cm (30½”) 
 Length folded, with 22” back wheels  85 cm (33¼”)  85 cm (33¼”)  90 cm (35”) 
 Max load (=user+seat+accessories)  100 kg (220 lb)  100 kg (220 lb)  100 kg (220 lb) 
 Max load for transportation (=user+seat+accessories)  100 kg (220 lb)  100 kg (220 lb)  100 kg (220 lb) 
 Weight (12½” air wheels+solid front wh.)  13 kg (28,6 lb)  13 kg (28,6 lb)  13 kg (28,6 lb) 
 Weight (22” air wheels+air front wheels)  14 kg (30,8 lb)  14 kg (30,8 lb)  14 kg (30,8 lb) 
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 ACCESSORIES 

 Interface 
 8911610-98 + 8911610-99 
 Prepared for mounting of adaptor for 
x:panda and Panda Futura seats 

   Two sizes   
    
    
    
    

 Spoke protector 
 970922 
  

   For 22”   
    
    
    
    

 Single rod for footsupport 
 8910821-x 
  

   Size  Measurements 
 1  L: 15 cm 
 2  L: 29 cm 
 3  L: 35 cm 
    

 Foot plate model Wombat 
 95145-2, 95145-3, 95145-4 
  

   Size  Measurements 
 2  W:36 x D:23 cm 
 3  W:41 x D:24 cm 
 4  W:48 x D:24 cm 
    

 Individual multi adjustable 
foot support 
 8910852-x 
  

   Size  Measurements 
 1  W:12 x D:20 cm 
    
    
    

 Foot plate 
 95145-1, 95145-2 
 Telescopic adjustment when shorter 
foot rod is preferred 

   Size  Measurements 
 1  W: 31 x D: 19 cm 
 2  W: 36 x D: 23 cm 
    
    

 Transport fi ttings 
 970905 
 The Multi Frame complies with ISO 
7176-19 

      
    
    
    
    

 Vent tray 
 970815 
 Can be used to carry medical 
equipment to maximum load of 20 kg 

   Size  Measurements 
 one  L:31 x W:30 x H:5 cm 
    
    
    


